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Abstract: Digital transformation is no longer a future trend, as it has become a necessity for
businesses to grow and remain competitive in the market. The fourth industrial revolution, called
Industry 4.0, is at the heart of this transformation, and is supporting organizations in achieving
benefits that were unthinkable a few years ago. The impact of Industry 4.0 enabling technologies
in the manufacturing sector is undeniable, and their correct use offers benefits such as improved
productivity and asset performance, reduced inefficiencies, lower production and maintenance costs,
while enhancing system agility and flexibility. However, organizations have found the move towards
digital transformation extremely challenging for several reasons, including a lack of standardized
implementation protocols, emphasis on the introduction of new technologies without assessing
their role within the business, the compartmentalization of digital initiatives from the rest of the
business, and the large-scale implementation of digitalization without a realistic view of return on
investment. To instill confidence and reduce the anxiety surrounding Industry 4.0 implementation in
the manufacturing sector, this paper presents a conceptual framework based on business process
management (BPM). The framework is informed by a content-centric literature review of Industry 4.0
technologies, its design principles, and BPM method. This integrated framework incorporates the
factors that are often overlooked during digital transformation and presents a structured methodology
that can be employed by manufacturing organizations to facilitate their transition towards Industry 4.0.

Keywords: business process management; Industry 4.0; design principles; lean six sigma; change
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1. Introduction

Digital transformation is characterized by the use of emerging and frequently changing digital
technologies to solve specific issues. It is quickly becoming a top priority for organizations worldwide,
and, especially during the pandemic of COVID-19, the planning phases have accelerated significantly,
as organizations can now practically assess the adverse impact of not having embedded digital
technologies. The role of Industry 4.0, enabling technologies to support digital transformation,
was an intensive research area before COVID-19, but this pandemic has expedited the efforts to
ensure better strategies are available to realize the full benefits of Industry 4.0. The focus has shifted
drastically from digitization (conversion of data to digital form) to digitalization that is focused on the
‘organizational process’ or ‘business process’ of the technologically-induced change within industries,
organizations, and markets [1]. The digitalization of manufacturing industries has enabled new
production processes using the key technology trends of Industry 4.0 and its design principles [2,3],
as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Industry 4.0 technology trends and design principles. 
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summarized as a lack of readiness, with organizations not being able to realistically perceive the 
benefits on offer [4,5]. Technology and innovation management are useful organizational strategies, 
but the problem comes when there is low awareness or lack of knowledge pertaining to the specific 
Industry 4.0 technologies that require management [6,7]. People, in general, fear the unknown and 
resist change. These anxieties become amplified when the positive impacts of Industry 4.0 come to 
light. The use of Industry 4.0 enabling technologies has resulted in improved productivity and 
efficiency, increased knowledge sharing and collaborative working, flexibility and agility, easier 
compliance with regulations, better customer experience, reduced costs, and higher revenues [8]. This 
has fascinated some, but has scared most, as there is uncertainty around job security and future 
implications for people and organizations alike. Therefore, it becomes crucial to devise an 
organization-wide strategy for digital transformation. Unfortunately, the role of digital technologies 
in business transformation is under-investigated [9]. The main issues include an inability to correctly 
identify the targeted performance objectives and a lack of leadership capacities. This results in 
Industry 4.0 projects being designed as cost-driven initiatives that are unable to provide or support 
any real business model transformation [10,11]. There are concentrated efforts where digital 
technologies are being used to transform manufacturing value chains from research and 
development, supply chain, and factory operations to marketing, sales, and service. This requires 
processing large data sets for informed decision making using the Internet of Things (Section 2.5) and 
big data analytics (Section 2.6). Digital connectivity among designers, managers, workers, consumers, 
and physical industrial assets can unlock enormous value and provide significant benefits [12]. To 
ensure connectivity, it is critical to understand the interface between different business processes, to 
correctly identify the required Industry 4.0 enabling technologies and ensure the development of an 
organization-wide approach that can add value for customers and for internal processes [13,14]. 
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The major issues with the adoption of digital techniques and Industry 4.0 initiatives can be
summarized as a lack of readiness, with organizations not being able to realistically perceive the
benefits on offer [4,5]. Technology and innovation management are useful organizational strategies,
but the problem comes when there is low awareness or lack of knowledge pertaining to the specific
Industry 4.0 technologies that require management [6,7]. People, in general, fear the unknown and
resist change. These anxieties become amplified when the positive impacts of Industry 4.0 come to light.
The use of Industry 4.0 enabling technologies has resulted in improved productivity and efficiency,
increased knowledge sharing and collaborative working, flexibility and agility, easier compliance with
regulations, better customer experience, reduced costs, and higher revenues [8]. This has fascinated
some, but has scared most, as there is uncertainty around job security and future implications for
people and organizations alike. Therefore, it becomes crucial to devise an organization-wide strategy
for digital transformation. Unfortunately, the role of digital technologies in business transformation
is under-investigated [9]. The main issues include an inability to correctly identify the targeted
performance objectives and a lack of leadership capacities. This results in Industry 4.0 projects being
designed as cost-driven initiatives that are unable to provide or support any real business model
transformation [10,11]. There are concentrated efforts where digital technologies are being used to
transform manufacturing value chains from research and development, supply chain, and factory
operations to marketing, sales, and service. This requires processing large data sets for informed
decision making using the Internet of Things (Section 2.5) and big data analytics (Section 2.6).
Digital connectivity among designers, managers, workers, consumers, and physical industrial assets
can unlock enormous value and provide significant benefits [12]. To ensure connectivity, it is critical
to understand the interface between different business processes, to correctly identify the required
Industry 4.0 enabling technologies and ensure the development of an organization-wide approach that
can add value for customers and for internal processes [13,14].

Governments of different countries have also taken notice of the impact of Industry 4.0 and
have developed plans to take advantage of the opportunities. There is, however, a difference in
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approaches. For example, European countries and the USA are focused on developing business and
standardization models [15–18], and countries like Japan, Germany, and China are implementing
digitalization, to increase efficiency and product quality, as well as to reduce costs [19,20]. On the other
hand, the Australian government has signed a cooperation agreement with Germany’s Industrie 4.0
platform, to research reference architectures, standards, test laboratories, as well as the development
of education and training resources [21]. Such efforts indicate the need for developing strategic and
technological roadmaps that can facilitate the digital transformation of organizations. There are several
examples in the literature where strategic plans have been conceptualized, developed, and implemented
to varying degrees of success, based on lean six sigma-models [22,23], business process management
models [24,25], a maturity level-based model [26], and an outcome-based business model [27]. However,
they lack the emphasis on some key aspects, such as the streamlining of business processes after
implementation, workforce skills gap identification, and effective change management protocols.

This paper aims to offer an integrative business process management framework that can be
used as a reference model by academics and manufacturing organizations, in their journey towards
a successful transition from traditional manufacturing to Industry 4.0. It incorporates the key factors
that are often overlooked in Industry 4.0 implementation and presents a synergistic plan to address
them. Having a deep understanding of Industry 4.0 enabling technologies and its design principles is
a prerequisite for devising an implementation plan. Therefore, Section 2 presents a review of Industry
4.0 key technology trends and Section 3 presents an overview of its design principles. Section 4 is focused
on business process management whereas Section 5 presents the conceptualization and complete
breakdown of the proposed integrated business process management framework. The discussion in
Section 5 is centered around the phases and the associated challenges that manufacturing organizations
may face while transitioning into Industry 4.0—enabled digital enterprises.

2. Key Technology Trends of Industry 4.0

2.1. Additive Manufacturing

This is an umbrella term that encompasses a group of technologies capable of manufacturing
three-dimensional objects by adding layers on top of each other, using different materials based
on a computer-aided design file of a product [28–32]. Additive manufacturing (AM) technologies
have become the top choice for the manufacture of complex geometries, with intricate features in
several industries, including automotive, aerospace, and medical [33,34]. AM methods excel at the
development of porous/hollow parts with improved aesthetics, increased surface area, heat transfer
(lattice structures), and mass customisation [35,36]. Furthermore, numerical simulation methods have
helped in identifying the optimal processing parameters that can help in the production of bespoke
products efficiently [37–39]. The impact of AM can be evidenced through the response of the AM
community to support medical professionals, by providing products in mass quantities ranging from
PPE such as face masks, and medical device components such as ventilator valves and swab testing kits,
as well as ecosystem components such as hands-free door openers. AM has emerged as a supply chain
enabler during this crisis, by not only providing essential products, but also by connecting designers
and manufacturers to healthcare professionals through scientific data sharing protocols [40]. AM is
a key player when it comes to product customization, design flexibility, time and cost-effectiveness,
and reducing the total number of parts through part consolidation [41].

2.2. Augmented Reality

The development activities of augmented reality (AR) date back to the 1960s, when researchers
developed a see-through display to show 3D graphics in a helmet [42]. AR is often used in conjunction
with virtual reality (VR) to offer unique solutions [43–45]. AR augments 3D graphics in a real-world
environment, whereas VR is an artificial environment that is created with software and presented
to the user in a way that the user accepts it as a real environment [46]. AR is being adopted at
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an accelerated rate by the manufacturing sector for a multitude of reasons. Commonly used AR
protocols include AR markers [47] and mobile devices [48], as well as hologram [49], tracking [50],
and interaction technologies [51]. AR is benefitting the manufacturing sector by providing better
insights for product development, equipment maintenance, workforce training, production floor issues,
process flow, and quality assurance [52,53]. AR has also been widely adopted by the medical sector.
The work done by Wake et al. [54] in the field of medicine and healthcare showed a workflow for
additive manufacturing a kidney and developing AR models, using radiology examination and image
segmentation. An AR kidney model was created using Unity 3D software and deployed to a Microsoft
HoloLens. The AM kidney and AR models were used preoperatively and intraoperatively to assist in
robotic partial nephrectomy. This technique demonstrated the reliability and feasibility of the AM/AR
combination that can influence surgical planning decisions for better results. The use of AR has also
benefitted the education, automotive, retail, finance, and tourism sectors [55–58].

2.3. Simulation and Modelling Techniques

They serve an extremely useful purpose by providing a visual representation of a product or
process, and showing the effects of different conditions in a virtual environment. They not only save
costs by optimizing the geometry or process flow features, but can also predict future states based
on different mathematical models. Simulations can be used for a product, process, or process flow,
and there are several software packages available for them. Products and manufacturing processes
are normally simulated based on the finite element method, finite volume method, and discrete
element method. Software packages capable of using such methods include CAEplex, MATLAB,
Ansys, OpenFOAM, and EMS. On the other hand, manufacturing-process-flow simulation packages
are based on various modeling paradigms, including process-centric, systems dynamics, Petri net,
Monte Carlo simulations, and agent-based. These packages include, but are not limited to, WITNESS,
AnyLogic, FlexSim, Simio, and Simul8 Professional. They can provide animated and interactive models
to replicate the operation of an existing or proposed production facility. They can help solve common
manufacturing challenges that include assessing the impact of investment, production planning,
optimization, and scheduling, facility designing, manufacturing capability planning, bottleneck
analysis, and resource allocation [59–61].

2.4. Autonomous Robots

The demand for industrial robots in manufacturing has been on the rise for several years now
because of their benefits e.g., lower defect rate, higher quality, enhanced reliability, reduced waste,
and better floor space utilization, making them indispensable to world-class manufacturers [62].
This has also given rise to ‘cobots’, or collaborative robots that work closely with humans and augment
their capabilities. According to the International Federation of Robotics [63], there are four types of
collaborative manufacturing applications, i.e., co-existence (human and robot work together, but no
shared space), sequential collaboration (human and robot work together on a part separately, but not
at the same time), co-operation (human and robot operating at the same time on a part or machine),
and responsive collaboration (robot responds to the human movements in real-time). Cobots are
designed to fill the gaps between conventional robots and human specialists leading to new territories
for automation. Cobots are intended to work in manners like people, with the additional capacity to
analyze and transmit information [64]. In Industry 4.0, robots and people work collaboratively on
interlinking tasks, by utilizing smart sensor human-machine interfaces. The utilization of robots is
extending to incorporate different capacities, such as manufacturing, coordination, data management,
remote access, and control [65]. These are extremely useful features that offer flexibility to the users
and allow for the seamless integration of the physical equipment with digital software tools [66].
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2.5. Internet of Things

Internet of Things (IoT) is a system of interconnected devices implanted with sensors, software,
and electronics to initiate the exchange and collation of data [67]. In the manufacturing industry, it is
referred to as the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), which facilitates communication among people,
products, and machines. Manufacturers are attaching sensors to machines, and other physical assets
on the production floor, to collate data that influence decisions in real-time and lead to increased
efficiency as well as productivity [68]. The interconnectedness of different devices allows for a better
user experience and helps in effective decision making [69]. IIoT systems are conceived as a layered
modular architecture of digital technology with four layers, i.e., device, network, service, and content.
The device layer refers to sensors or machines. The network layer comprises physical network buses,
cloud computing, and communication protocols. The service layer manipulates and combines the
data into information that can be displayed, and the content layer refers to the user interface devices,
such as tablets and screens [70]. The enormous data captured through IIoT helps organizations in
establishing clear objectives and enables them in understanding their systems better, by providing
insights that were scarce before. It can create a digital network that keeps the entire organization
connected, thus promoting collaboration and enabling the use of other key Industry 4.0 technologies
effectively [71]. The rise of 5G has also boosted the adoption of IIoT, as the advantages will increase
exponentially. 5G enabled IIoT systems will accelerate the realization of Industry 4.0, with high-speed,
low-latency, and large-volume data transfers [72].

2.6. Big Data Analytics

The copious amounts of data collated by IIoT need to be analyzed through protocols that can
help make sense of the data and use it for decision making. This is where big data analytics (BDA)
come into play. ‘Big data’ refers to a collection of massive data sets that cannot be analyzed through
conventional means. There are four types of data, i.e., structured, semi-structured, quasi-structured,
and unstructured. This is also the order in which the amount of data and complexity in analysis
increases drastically [73]. Based on the data, four types of analytics can be performed. The first is
descriptive, that provides an effective visualization of the current business. The second is diagnostic,
that helps to identify the causes of problems. Predictive is the third, that makes use of historical data
and algorithms to predict future business needs. The last is prescriptive, that recommends actions and
strategies based on advanced analytical tools [74]. Different BDA tools are available on the market
(e.g., Xplenty, Skytree, Talend, Lumify); they can provide a meaningful analysis of a large set of data.
BDA can enable manufacturers to improve their asset efficiency and performance, enhance product
customization, better administrate predictive maintenance and prevent asset breakdowns, as well as
streamline production processes and supply chain management initiatives more effectively [75].

2.7. Cloud Computing

Data collation through IIoT and analysis through BDA require both hardware and software
capabilities for data processing. These costs can limit the applicability of Industry 4.0 technologies,
and cloud computing (CC) can help alleviate some of that burden by removing the need for sophisticated
hardware and undertaking data analysis over cloud servers. The U.S. National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) defined cloud computing as a model for enabling convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage,
applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management
effort or cloud provider interaction [76]. Organizations are rapidly shifting their IT resources to
CC, due to the benefits on offer, including reduced capital costs, global scale, high speed, reliability,
enhanced productivity, performance, and security [77]. CC operates in four different types, i.e., public
cloud (third party cloud service providers), private cloud (resources used exclusively by a single
organization), hybrid cloud (a combination of public and private), and community cloud (shared
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by several organizations) [78]. CC enables the integration of distributed manufacturing resources
and the establishment of a collaborative and flexible infrastructure across geographically distributed
manufacturing and service sites [79]. This could lead to cloud manufacturing being the next generation
manufacturing paradigm [80].

2.8. Cybersecurity

The flow of enormous data sets in and out of an organization over the Internet makes cybersecurity
(CS) a key element of Industry 4.0. There is a growing demand to secure critical industrial frameworks
and manufacturing lines from CS threats, to protect interconnected systems. Data can be of different
types, ranging from individual data to production floor plans, and new product designs to future
initiatives. It is critical for some sectors (e.g., defense ministry) to ensure that their data do not fall into
the wrong hands, as they can be misused on a public forum or can sabotage the business. Theft of
individual data from the databases of organizations is also quite common. Prime examples are the cases
of Facebook [81] and Cambridge Analytica [82]. Therefore, there are data protection rules all over the
world, such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) from the European Union and the UK
Data Protection Act 2018. They outline the regulations for personal data handling and precautionary
measures. There is also a need for the standardization of CS protocols, to instill confidence in a user
organization. The most common ones are ISO/IEC 27001 and 27002, part of the ISO/IEC 27000 family
of standards published by the International Organization for Standardization and the International
Electrotechnical Commission [83].

2.9. Horizontal and Vertical Integration

Horizontal and vertical integration aims to develop organization-wide strategies for information
sharing, to create the basis for an automated supply and value chain. Horizontal integration is about
digitalization across the full value and supply chain, focusing on data exchanges and connected
information systems. It allows for the seamless integration of IT systems and information flows
across production and business planning procedures, that range from suppliers of materials and
utilities to distributors and customers [84]. Horizontal integration helps with horizontal coordination,
collaboration, cost savings, value creation, speed, and the possibilities to create horizontal ecosystems
of value, based on information. On the other hand, vertical integration creates a comprehensive
solution by integrating IT systems at various hierarchical production and manufacturing levels.
These hierarchical levels include the field level (interfacing with the production process via sensors and
actuators), the control level (regulation of both machines and systems), the production process level (to
be monitored and controlled), the operations level (production planning and quality management)
and the enterprise planning level (order management and processing). Combining these two is key to
a truly digitized future for organizations [85,86].

2.10. Cyber-Physical Systems

Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are systems of collaborating computational entities that
are in intensive connection with the surrounding physical world and its on-going processes,
providing and using data-accessing, as well as data-processing services available on the Internet,
concurrently [87]. CPS is usually based on a 5C architecture of connection, conversion, cyber, cognition,
and configuration [88]. However, it has been extended to include customer, content, and coalition [89].
CPS is interconnected between the physical factory floor and the cyber computational space. With the
help of BDA, they help in comprehending trends and supporting informed decision making in
real-time [90]. CPS is the future of the manufacturing sector, as it can work for products and processes
alike. The challenges lie in the use of appropriate tools and analysis techniques that can provide useful
insights to develop an action plan. CPS mainly comprises three components i.e., communication and
computation as well as control, and handling as well as monitoring [91,92]. The use of CPS aims to
increase the implementation of large-scale systems, improving the adaptability, autonomy, efficiency,
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functionality, reliability, safety, and usability of such systems [93]. These systems are being applied to
diverse areas, such as cyber manufacturing, smart energy systems, and smart factory [94,95].

2.11. Cyber Manufacturing

Cyber manufacturing (CM) is a concept derived from CPS and refers to a system that offers
an information-transparent environment, to facilitate asset management, provide reconfigurability,
and maintain productivity. It involves data conversion from interconnected systems into predictive
and prescriptive operations to achieve resilient performance [96]. The enabling technologies of
CM include IoT, BDA, and CPS. Its challenges include a lack of standardization protocols for
seamless connectivity [97], extracting actionable data to avoid disconnected analytics [98], and CS [99].
The benefits on offer from CM are quite significant, especially for organizations with multi-scale,
complex, and networked assets, as they can maintain productivity by reducing unexpected downtime
and reconfiguring production assets based on their health status, leading to resilient manufacturing
systems. Manufacturing services are communicated to both users and consumers, who access those
services via various channels [100]. Manufacturing software should be deployed in the cloud to enable
the offering of such services. Manufacturing services should be deployed in various models, including
the public, private, community, and hybrid clouds (Section 2.7). Each cloud can provide customers
with different services. For example, the customer can find the required product offers in a public cloud,
and an organization employee can find services and infrastructure provided from their organization or
its specified service provider in a private cloud. BDA will be used to offer the best services to satisfy
consumer requirements and expectations [101]. The use of CPS in manufacturing is referred to as CPPS
(cyber-physical production systems), and this concept is slowly gaining momentum from academia
and industries alike [102,103].

3. Industry 4.0 Design Principles

3.1. Modularity

It refers to the design of system components and is characterized by the capability of system
components to be removed or added in an efficient manner [104], leading to agile manufacturing
systems rather than linear ones [105]. This feature is extremely beneficial when dealing with fluctuating
production orders, customized product development, or incorporating new technologies [106].
System components are loosely coupled and can be reconfigured on a plug-and-play principle [107].
This design feature allows the system to rapidly integrate required modules to quickly respond to
customers’ requirements and overcome internal system malfunctions by enabling the interchangeability
of modules [108]. Modularity builds on the agile supply chain, flexible material flow systems, modular
decision-making procedures, and flexible processes [109], by allowing the application of module
machine tools, workstations, material handling equipment, and reconfigurable tools [101].

3.2. Interoperability

Embracing and implementing new technologies will have limited impact if contextual information
cannot be shared among machines, objects, and people. Establishing connectivity through the use of
digital techniques such as IoT, BDA, and cloud computing should allow an open exchange of information
between systems, to help businesses reduce the costs of information collection and management [110].
This aspect has paved the way for the design principle of interoperability that is defined as the exchange
of data among systems through the use of Industry 4.0 enabling technologies [2]. Interoperability in
Industry 4.0 can be defined in four different levels, i.e., operational, semantic, systematical, and technical
interoperability [111]. Interoperability is different from data standardization, as it focuses on contextual
information and the interaction of different system components to communicate and understand the
information for decision making [112]. Interoperability enables applications, such as standard and
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secure communication, sharing meaningful information, collaborative behaviour, embedded systems,
and CPS operation [101].

3.3. Decentralization

This is a popular concept that organizations have been embracing for years and allows independent
operations as well as autonomous decisions through various components in a system rather than
a centralized system, enabling flexibility and adaptability [104]. These decisions are made in real-time
and in compliance with the organizational objectives. CPS and digital twins are among the key
enablers of decentralization [113]. Organizations benefit from decentralization, as employees only
need to interfere in case of a problem, and they can spend their time on other productive activities,
which will increase the overall effectiveness in responding to individual and customized orders [114,115].
Cloud computing can be considered as a form of decentralization [116], and additive manufacturing
systems have been enabling organizations to operate small, decentralized factories for years. This aspect
has come to the forefront during the COVID-19 pandemic, where AM systems from large, medium,
and small organizations alike have been used to manufacture large quantities of face shields, ventilator
valves, and hands-free door openers [40]. Modularity enables the modular and decentralized control
architecture for machines and tools through embedded computer systems, leading to the development
of smart products [101].

3.4. Virtualization

This design principle refers to two different scenarios. First is the case where one virtual resource
is created from multiple physical resources, and in the second scenario, many virtual resources are
created from one or more physical resources. In the former, the physical assets are simulated through
the development of component and system-based digital twins or CPS [117]. In the latter, the software
is used to divide one physical server into multiple virtual servers that act like unique physical devices.
Digital twins can serve a variety of purposes, e.g., performance optimization, visualizing different
scenarios, and real-time control. This provides the benefits of extending equipment life, identifying
system inefficiencies, and reducing operational, as well as maintenance, costs [118,119]. CPS also
allows the same opportunities by collating sensor data, analysis, and decision making through the use
of decentralized control circuits [120]. Besides, virtual reality (VR) has also proven to be a useful tool for
workforce training, improving their performance, guiding maintenance, and assembly tasks [121,122].
A combination of VR and AR with mobile devices provides stakeholders (employees and customers)
with more insight into the detailed design of products and allows better process tracking [123–125].
Virtualization enables virtual system building, factory data virtualization, virtual modelling language,
and virtual interfacing with digital twins as well as CPS [101].

3.5. Real-Time Capability

One of the main features of Industry 4.0 is the agility of operations that cannot happen without
real-time data collation and analysis supporting decision making, and even real-time cyber-security
attack detection [126]. It is also related to the system’s ability to respond to internal (machine
malfunctions) and external (customer orders) changes promptly, by quickly collecting and analysing
the available data in real-time [127]. Such a capability allows managers to track the business (through
trends and micro-trends), identify areas of improvements (through continuous data analysis), respond
to failures (through informed decision making), and monitor performance (through data collation).
Having modularity within the system is important, as changes could indicate a decision to focus on
some production units, or could detect an abnormality in some others. In this case, the systems should
be able to recover based on the data, by shutting the affected modular units and continuing operations
with the rest until the problem is fixed [128]. Real-time capability supports the other design principles
and can be considered as an essential design principle when moving towards digital transformation.
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3.6. Service Orientation

Businesses can meet customer demands better through real-time capability (allowing data
processing through BDA) and interoperability (allowing a free flow of information). As a result,
businesses can tailor their services based on changing customer needs, thus, shifting the focus from
products to customers and from mass production to tailored services. Service orientation allows
manufacturing organizations to sell both their products and services to customers. In addition to
selling products, organizations can sell their services to make more profit through an integrated
product-service model [129]. A prime example is the use of AM systems by AM companies to meet the
demand for personal protective equipment and medical devices to support medical professionals to
fight COVID-19 [40]. Such a model helps organizations to outsource some of their processes and focus
on their main business processes [130]. This strategy will encourage innovation at a rapid rate, as the
focus would be concentrated and not dispersed. As a result, the manufacturing industry will be in
a position to sell its main business process(es) as a service to another industry. CM is a good example
that describes an infrastructure where the Internet is used as a medium for offering and selling services
and cloud computing playing a crucial part in enabling the on-demand provision of services [131].

4. Business Process Management

A business process is a set of related functions (and sub-functions) in a specific sequence performed
by people or machinery that can deliver value to an internal or external customer. Business processes
are present at all organizational levels and not all of them are visible to external customers. A business
process can be represented by flowcharts showing the flow of activities. Managing business processes
effectively leads to higher productivity and efficiency of the business. There are different approaches to
defining the types of business processes. For example, Rosing, Von Scheel, and Scheer [132] classified
business processes into main/core processes (focus on delivering value), management processes (focus
on overseeing main processes), and supporting processes (focus on supporting the main processes),
as shown in Figure 2. On the other hand, Kirchmer [133] showed a slight variation and classified
them as operational processes (primary business processes that create value), management processes
(focus on ensuring operational processes are conducted correctly), and governance processes (ensure
compliance with legal guidelines).
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The smooth running of business processes is essential for a successful business. In that context,
two business management strategies are quite popular, i.e., business process reengineering (BPR)
and business process management (BPM). BPR was introduced in the early 1990s and aimed to
help organizations fundamentally rethink the workflow of their business processes and incorporate
radical changes to increase their efficiency and productivity, improve customer service, and reduce
operational costs [134,135]. Despite the number of definitions in the literature, some shared elements
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can be identified, e.g., radical change, dramatic performance improvements, high potential business
benefits, process-based organizations, customer orientation, information technology as an enabler,
rapid pace of change, and high risks [136,137]. This approach provided some benefits, but was
faced with criticism because of its inability to validate its assumptions. For example, it assumes
that the ineffectiveness of an organization stems from its business processes, but does not offer any
means of validating that. Furthermore, the focus on always making a radical change and completely
disregarding the existing process can have serious consequences. BPR was implemented with an ulterior
motive in the 1990s, with organizations viewing it as a means of formally downsizing and laying-off

employees to remain competitive in the market [138]. BPR was not aimed at only radical changes,
but can incorporate incremental improvements as well, depending on the nature of the problem at
hand [139]. The methodology is still being used with good effect; even aiding digital transformation
as IT (information technology) is considered as one of its key enablers. Qu, et al. [140] used BPR to
strategically enhance the adaptability and functional integrity of an enterprise information system,
to meet the demands of smart manufacturing systems.

On the other hand, BPM is a management discipline that provides governance for a process-oriented
organization through business process modelling, execution, and evaluation, with the goal of agility and
operational performance [141]. It involves the use of several methods, policies, metrics, management
practices, and software tools, to monitor and continuously improve an organization’s business processes.
Some of its benefits to an organization are shown in Figure 3. There are six core elements that are
critical to the success of BPM initiatives, and these are strategic alignment, governance, methods,
information technology, people, and culture [142]. Strategic alignment refers to aligning the BPM
with the overall strategy of the organization rather than detached from it. Governance establishes
appropriate and transparent accountability in terms of roles and responsibilities, with a focus on
decision-making and reward processes. Methods denote the set of tools and techniques that support
and enable BPM activities. Six sigma is a popular and useful approach for BPM comprising DMAIC
(define, measure, analyze, improve, control) and DFSS (Design for Six Sigma) approaches [143]. IT is
a key enabler of BPM, like BPR, and involves the use of software tools to support BPM initiatives.
People represent the group of individuals who continually enhance and apply their process and process
management skills, as well as knowledge to improve business processes. Culture incorporates the
collective values and beliefs of the organization. These elements should be at the heart of every BPM
initiative. BPM does not contain itself in soils of singular business processes, but breaks down barriers
among different departments to establish an end-to-end business strategy. It is a powerful approach that
has been providing benefits to organizations and governments by focusing on operational processes
and knowledge representation [24,25]. However, its incorrect implementation can also lead to failures,
with some of them highlighted in Figure 4.

With the rapid shift towards Industry 4.0 for business processes, BPM has been a powerful ally in
supporting its adoption. The emerging IoT poses a significant challenge for organizations to control
and manage the flow of information through a large number of devices [144]. To cope with this, a new
direction known as BPM Everywhere (BPME) shows promise as a way of blending traditional process
techniques, with additional capabilities to automate the handling of all the independent devices.
BPME aims to leverage traditional business process modelling techniques, together with process
mining and process analytics, to automate and distribute the activities of discovering, measuring,
and improving the business processes [145]. The rising number of technical contributions using IoT
shows that technologies are evolving, and, from a BPM perspective, value creation from the IoT
application to technological revitalizations is pivotal [146]. There are many examples in the literature of
BPM being informed by Industry 4.0 technologies and is used as an enabler for Industry 4.0 [147–151].
Suffice to say, BPM will be a key player in the digital transformation journey of organizations worldwide.
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5. Conceptualization of Integrated Business Process Management Framework

It is evident from the literature that Industry 4.0 technologies require integration throughout
an organization to capitalize on their benefits, and this means strategizing to streamline their impact
on all the business processes. Therefore, the central question of this study is: how can BPM be
used to support digital transformation through Industry 4.0? Considering that BPM can leverage
an organization’s performance and provide a structured method to incorporate changes, this study
adopted a narrative literature review strategy [152], to propose a conceptual integrated business
process management (IBPM) framework rooted in the traditional BPM method to support digital
transformation. The main characteristic of a narrative review format is its broad view of the research
and diversity of sources [153]. The narrative review of the literature can be summarized in a conceptual
framework by highlighting the interaction and focal points [154,155]. An unstructured search for
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articles in leading databases (e.g., Science Direct, Emerald Insight, Springer Link, Taylor & Francis
Online) was conducted. The framework was built by considering the aspects that are often overlooked
in Industry 4.0 transition, and their impact on the digital transformation of an organization, such as
skills gap analysis, risk management, contingency planning, change management, and cost-benefit
analysis. These factors have been identified by the author through his work on a European funded
project, Growing into Industry 4.0 (focused on identifying the barriers related to the uptake of Industry
4.0 [18]), while working with several manufacturing companies. Using ‘industry 4.0′, coupled with
the under-investigated factors shown in Table 1 as keywords, the most relevant papers were selected
that highlight their interrelationship. The literature formed the basis for IBPM and the framework
with its associated phases is shown in Figure 5. This work is not focused on developing a systematic
literature review, but presenting a conceptual framework supported by literature that highlights key
areas often overlooked due to the sheer volume of technological changes presented by Industry 4.0.
The proposed IBPM framework can be used by manufacturing organizations as an implementation
method, to support their journey towards digital transformation based on Industry 4.0 technologies.
The different phases of the IBPM framework with their associated challenges are discussed in the
subsequent sections.

Table 1. Literature used to support the integrated business process management framework.

Main Topics References

BPM [147–151,156–164]

Skills gap [165–172]

Risk management [173–179]

Change management [180–188]

Cost-benefit analysis [2,22,189–194]

Lean/Six Sigma/Lean Six Sigma [22–25,143,195–199]
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In the very first phase of the IBPM framework, a business problem is posed by the IBPM team,
comprised of senior management members, process owners, process participants, process analysts,
and system engineers from each department of the organization. The reason for having such a diverse
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team is to ensure that a consistent approach could be employed to identify processes relevant to
the problem being addressed. The majority of the time, BPM failure stems from the inability of the
implementation team to connect the factors from different departments that influence the smooth
running of operations. An appropriate IBPM team would help in delimiting the pertinent factors
and would be able to relate them to each other more effectively. It is crucial to outline the processes
that require improvement or reengineering from the start and develop a quantifiable measure for
their success. One of the core elements of BPM (discussed in Section 4) is strategic alignment,
hence aligning the IBPM initiative with the core strategies of the organization is important to ensure
appropriate support from senior management and less resistance from the workforce. Figure 6 presents
an overview of common organizational strategies, defined in three levels [200], and strategies related
to the employment of Industry 4.0 technologies. At this stage, it is essential to align the IBPM initiative
with the organizational strategies, but also to be mindful of Industry 4.0 focused strategies that can
form the basis (depending on organizational priorities), either in the later stages of the IBPM cycle or
during the second iteration of the IBPM method. In addition to IBPM team formation, the strategic
alignment of the BPM initiative, and approaches of measuring success, it is also crucial to define
the expectations and requirements of internal (employees) and external (customers) stakeholders.
This phase can be supported by undertaking a SWOT (strength-weakness-opportunity-threat) analysis
that can help in identifying internal strengths and weaknesses of the organization, as well as its external
opportunities and threats [201]. There is also a need to identify functional and non-functional business
requirements [202,203], to ensure that the efforts of the IBPM team are aimed in the right direction.
Proper planning is the key in the first phase of the IBPM and should include the development of
organizational charts (diagram showing the organizational structure and the relationships, as well
as roles and reporting hierarchy of the people, involved [204]), stakeholder maps (layout showing
the responsibilities of the people involved, their connection to each other, and who can influence
the project [205]), context diagram (a tool for confirming the overall scope of the business function
and the system integration requirements for process analysis [206]), and business use case diagrams
(diagrams that can establish the context to confirm the functional scope of each business process within
an organization [207]).
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5.2. Phase 2: Process Discovery

The second phase involves the identification of the business process to be improved or reengineered.
It involves characterizing and establishing the boundary and interfaces of the different business
processes with each other and understanding their connection. For example, the business process
to be improved/reengineered could be the main process, such as manufacturing, or a supporting
process such as accounting (Section 4). A simple flow chart showing the connections between the main
and supporting processes is shown in Figure 7. It is crucial to develop a visual representation of the
identified process with a proper and realistic breakdown of sub-processes. At this stage, it would
be tempting to develop a layout that shows what the process should be, but it must be drawn as
‘it-is’ (or ‘as-is’) to ensure that the shortcomings could be captured and appropriate actions could be
taken. There are different ways the flow of activities for a specific business process could be recorded.
It could be done by creating simple flow charts, either manually or by the use of simple software tools
such as LucidChart, Microsoft Visio, and Creately [208]. These software packages work on business
process modelling notation (BPMN), which is a standard method to model the steps of a planned
business process from end to end [209]. A critical aspect of the ‘as-is’ process flow chart is the accuracy
of the information, connections, sequence flows, and decision points. Value stream mapping is also
a useful tool that displays the steps in a specific business process and shows the flow of both materials
and information as they progress through the process to the end-user [210]. The purpose is to form
an ‘as-is’ process model that provides a common understanding and communication among the
stakeholders. This will help the IBPM team to assess the process flow and its shortcomings, to develop
innovative solutions.
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5.3. Phase 3: Process Analysis

Understanding a business process is the key to its effective management. The primary aim of this
step is to review and analyze the identified ‘as-is’ process to be improved. The idea is to define key
performance indicators (KPIs), metrics, key risk indicators (KRIs), and process performance indicators
(PPIs). These are important to understand the requirements of the process and to recommend effective
modifications. KPIs and metrics go hand in hand and should reflect strategic drivers, and should
be consistent with the vision and goals of the organization. A KPI is a measure of performance and
success [211], whereas a metric is a quantifiable number within a KPI that helps track performance
and progress [212]. KPIs should be identified effectively to ensure that beneficial decisions could be
made. As KPI is a measure of how well something is being done, KRI is an indicator of the possibility
of future adverse impact [213]. Business risks need to be meticulously identified and when metrics
provide an early warning, regarding an increased risk exposure in a certain area of operations, they
become KRIs. They can provide an overview of the risk profile for a specific business process [214].
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KRIs measure the potential risk related to a specific action that the organization is considering, as well
as the risk inherent in the company’s day-to-day operations [215]. PPIs are defined as quantifiable
metrics that allow the evaluation of the efficiency and effectiveness of business processes. They can be
measured directly by data that is generated within the process flow and are aimed at the process of
controlling and continuous optimization. They can also be considered as process-related KPIs [216].
All the indicators should satisfy the SMART (specific-measurable-assignable-realistic-time related)
criteria, and should be related to a specific outcome that can be supported through a set of metrics.
Every indicator can be considered as a metric, but not every metric is an indicator. Some examples of
KPIs, KRIs, and PPIs for a manufacturing process are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Examples of key performance indicators (KPIs), key risk indicators (KRIs), and process
performance indicators (PPIs).

Category Description Definition

KPIs [217]

Overall equipment effectiveness Measures equipment efficiency across three areas i.e., availability, performance,
and quality.

Manufacturing cycle efficiency Measures value-added time as a percentage of throughput time.

First pass yield Percentage of products manufactured correctly and to specs the first time
through the process.

Capacity utilization Measures how much a line, plant, or factory uses its total production capacity.

KRIs [214,218]

Mean time between failure The average amount of time elapsed between machine failures, measured from
the moment the machine initially fails, until the time that the next failure occurs.

Mean time to repair
The average amount of time required to repair a system to full functionality

following a failure measured from the time that the failure occurs until when
the repair is completed.

Downtime percentage due to
scheduled activities

The total amount of downtime that has been set aside for planned system
maintenance activities (as opposed to unplanned downtime) as a percentage of

total downtime (planned and unplanned) during the measurement period.

Percentage of missed scheduled
maintenance activities

The number of scheduled maintenance activities related to machines that did
not take place on or before their scheduled date as a percentage of all

maintenance activities scheduled to occur over the same period.

PPIs [219–221]

Process effectiveness Relationship between the actual process results and the expected process
results. It is a combination of time, quality, and cost.

Process efficiency Relationship between the results achieved by a process and the resources
consumed in that process.

Process compliance Refers to internal (percentage of non-conforming products) and external
(compliance with government regulations) compliance.

Throughput time Represents the amount of time it takes to run a given process, from raw
material to the finished product.

Business activities do not run independently, as there are significant associations and dependencies
among them. Process dependency analysis enables one to describe interdependence between
processes, based on information, materials, or execution. Therefore, it is critical to identify and
analyze different types of interdependence within a specific business process. It is to be noted
that like the KPIs, KRIs, and PPIs, interdependencies will differ for different business processes.
An understanding of task interdependence will help the IBPM team grasp how different business
processes, departments, and team members rely on the performance of one another. Even if they
work independently, there are various consequences (positive or negative) that should be considered
to create the most effective processes. Generally, there are three types of process interdependence
i.e., pooled, sequential, and reciprocal [222]. Pooled interdependence refers to the team members
sharing the loose or unstructured responsibility for reaching the goal while working in independent
teams. Sequential interdependence happens when one department or team must accomplish
something before another team can do their job and it is the most common type of interdependence in
manufacturing processes with assembly lines. Reciprocal interdependence is bi-directional, where teams
or departments rely on one another, making everyone highly responsible for accomplishing goals
and tasks [223]. Identifying interdependence is a critical factor and should be done consistently.
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A data-driven approach should be employed, where the interdependence of every single machine
(for a manufacturing process) or function is analyzed, quantified, and corrective action is taken for
enhanced performance [224].

Process analysis should also involve qualitative and quantitative approaches. In the former,
a useful technique is value-added analysis (VAA) that helps in identifying problems within a process
and distinguish the steps into business value-added (BVA), value-added (VA), or non-value-added
(NVA) activities [225]. For quantitative analysis, process simulations using software packages are
beneficial, as different scenarios could be visualized and studied without physical implementation.
This phase will provide the IBPM team an indication whether the business process under analysis is
aligned with organizational goals and objectives or not. Overall, the output of this phase is a structured
collection of indicators, process issues, areas of improvement, and inconsistencies. These aspects
should be prioritized by the IBPM team in terms of their impact, and in terms of the estimated effort
required to address them, as the action points will form the basis for the next phase.

5.4. Phase 4: Process Redesign or Reengineering

The goal of this phase is to identify changes to the process that would help to address the
issues identified in the previous phase. This could involve either redesigning (improving) the
existing process or reengineering/designing a new process, to meet the performance objectives of the
organization. Both options require alignment with the organizational strategies to ensure compliance
with Phase 1. Simulation tools are extremely useful at this stage, as they can help in virtually analyzing
different workflows for improvements and designing new systems to investigate their performance.
There are several packages capable of simulating manufacturing-process-flow based on various
modeling paradigms, including process-centric, systems dynamics, Petri net, Monte Carlo simulations,
and agent-based. These packages include, but are not limited to WITNESS, AnyLogic, FlexSim, Simio,
and Simul8 Professional. They can provide animated and interactive models to replicate the operation
of an existing or proposed production facility. They can help solve common manufacturing challenges,
that include assessing the impact of investment, production planning, optimization, and scheduling,
facility designing, manufacturing capability planning, bottleneck analysis, resource allocation, and last
but not least, plan Industry 4.0 approaches [48–50]. The output of this phase is typically a ‘to-be’
process model, incorporating promising changes for better results. The IBPM team should develop
alternative or new concept designs based on Phase 3 (‘as-is’ process) analysis. The choice of redesign
or reengineered design requires an in-depth analysis of the challenges and opportunities offered by the
two options. Ideas related to new process designs should be developed and discussed, but the IBPM
team should consider the knock-on effect throughout the organization.

The new alternatives should consider the full breadth of the project scope, to ensure that a truly
digital transformation is achieved by the organization. Not all ideas will meet the requirements,
therefore, a prioritized list of design features should be developed, and the best options based on
thorough analysis (either by simulation or mathematical calculations) should be discussed. The process
experts and the R&D team should be involved in this step. It is necessary to brainstorm and facilitate
the design process using FMEA (failure mode and effects analysis) or a cause-and-effect diagram.
Being innovative and creative will help the organization to remain competitive. However, it is also
crucial to use established tools for reducing the number of possible designs. The team can use
a problem-solving, analysis, and forecasting tool called TRIZ (theory of inventive problem-solving),
that focuses on universal principles of creativity to formulate innovative solutions that might have
been generated to solve a different problem in a different sphere of scientific investigation [226].
After generating some concepts ideas, an evaluation should take place to identify the optimal design.
This can be done by using the Pugh Matrix. It is an easy-to-use qualitative technique that can help in
ranking the multidimensional options generated to identify the optimal option [227]. The purpose of
the Pugh Matrix is to provide the IBPM team with a holistic view of stakeholder (internal and external)
requirements against different alternatives in the form of a matrix, instead of listing the positives and
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negatives of each option. This helps in qualitatively identifying the optimal option. These approaches
can be used for both redesign and reengineering options.

Considering that there are two options to contend, it is crucial to understand the implications of
both. For the redesign, there is an implied acceptance of the current processes. Therefore, the main
focus of the IBPM team would be to use the results from Phase 3 and incrementally devise solutions
for those issues, taking one issue at a time. These issues could stem from performance indicators,
risks, or interdependence studies. For example, if the process to be redesigned is a manufacturing
process, as shown in Figure 8, comprising sensors, tools, actuators, controllers, and networked
systems [228], then the incremental improvements would involve strategically adding Industry 4.0
enabling technologies, to ensure optimal performance. The addition of BDA will help in predictive
modelling to support decision making that can be utilized for ingesting and integrating copious
amounts of data from the production floor [229], leading to better production or maintenance planning.
However, these incremental changes should be guided by Industry 4.0 design principles (Section 3),
as they will support the IBPM team in identifying and implementing Industry 4.0 scenarios for
enhanced performance.
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On the other hand, designing a new manufacturing process (reengineering) to incorporate Industry
4.0 enabling technologies will be a massive undertaking, but the effort will be justified with the rewards.
This step can also be informed by the interdependence analysis and the VAA done for the redesigned
process, but the focus should be on designing the workflow by incorporating Industry 4.0 technologies.
It is highly recommended to include industry experts to aid in the design phase, as incorporating the
full breadth of Industry 4.0 is still a work in progress. Most industrial installations today making use
of IoT concepts typically embed sensors in manufacturing equipment or tag products with RFID tags.
The data coming from these devices undergo comparatively little analysis. This is only the beginning
step. The real value in these systems comes from using an information system to analyze the IoT data,
then using the information to make informed decisions. This is one of the reasons why the reengineered
design should be developed with the help of experts and should incorporate the capabilities of the
associated digital technologies. Using the example of a manufacturing process, the new design will lead
to the development of CPS (Section 2.10) in manufacturing called cyber manufacturing (Section 2.11).
The 5C architecture of the CPS is shown in Figure 9. The move from today’s manufacturing process
(Figure 8) to cyber manufacturing (Figure 9) will entail a strict adherence to Industry 4.0 design
principles (Section 3), to realize the full benefits of digitalization, as shown in Figure 10. There is
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a need to analyze the newly designed process for KPIs, KRIs, PPIs, and interdependencies, to ensure
that it can still meet the organizational goals. The newly designed process should go back to the
‘Process Analysis’ phase and should form its basis as the ‘as-is’ process to be moved to the next phase
of redesign. This approach will help in the establishment of a singular ‘to-be’ process at the end of
Phase 4, rather than multiple options with different considerations (as shown in Figure 5). The IBPM
team should not be overwhelmed by the sheer volume and velocity of Industry 4.0 technologies,
and only focus on incorporating the ones that fit the strategic needs of the organization, or provide
a solution to the business problem posed in Phase 1. Digital transformation initiatives fail for many
reasons, e.g., a business trying to do too much without a proper focus or goal, emphasizing on simply
introducing new technologies without assessing their role within the business, compartmentalizing
digital initiatives from the rest of the business, or a large-scale implementation of digitalization without
a realistic view of return on investment [197,230]. The IBPM team should try to avoid these by proper
planning and continuous communication.

In either case (process redesign or reengineering), the IBPM team should make a decision based
on the long-term vision of the organization and the available resources. There is a need to be mindful
of the alternatives on offer for both options, but the key would be to realistically define a ‘to-be’ process
from the ‘as-is’ process in-line with the strategic requirements of the organization, to either move
gradually or radically towards digital transformation. The requirements and activities needed for
process redesign and reengineering will be different. Therefore, it is crucial not to overlook the VAA
performed in Phase 3. The IBPM team should focus on reviewing each step of the VAA, develop
simulation models for the ‘to-be’ process based on the improvements by getting rid of the NVA
activities, and finalize an optimal workflow for the next phase.
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5.5. Phase 5: Streamlining Business Processes

As described in Phase 4, the ‘to-be’ process could result in process redesign (improvements) or
a reengineered (new) design, with both options affecting the output from a single business process.
Therefore, it is vital to streamline other business processes, to ensure that they can still work cohesively
without causing disruption. For both options (i.e., redesign and reengineering), there could be changes
in interdependencies between business processes (or departments), as a result of the ‘to-be’ process.
The IBPM team needs to consider these changes and plan accordingly. Since the output of Phase 4 is
a single ‘to-be’ process, regardless of whether it was a redesigned process model or a reengineered
one, it should be streamlined with the associated business processes, to ensure a smooth flow of
operations throughout the organization. Considering the example of manufacturing (Figure 11) as the
process of attention, enhancing the manufacturing capacity will automatically increase sales, as more
products will be made and sold. This will put a strain on the sales department to cope with the increase.
Similarly, the inventory levels will also go up and the requirement for raw material will increase.
The cash flow in and out of the organization will increase drastically. Not all organizations can cope
with a sudden increase like this, and could be adversely affected due to a lack of agility and flexibility
in their business processes. There need to be provisions put in place by the IBPM team to accommodate
these changes of the ‘to-be’ process on the entire organization. The team should focus on analyzing the
‘to-be’ process, examine its outcomes from simulation models, and acquiring feedback from the team
members and other staff to ensure that different scenarios and their impact is captured. This is where
an open, cross-department, collaborative effort is encouraged to identify, analyze, and minimize the
disruption to associated business processes. The IBPM team can also make use of interdependence
studies among departments, to develop a holistic understanding of the dependent, interdependent,
and independent tasks/activities, to aid the streamlining process.
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5.6. Phase 6: Risk Management and Contingency Planning

Even though KRIs have been identified in Phase 3 and then reviewed based on the ‘to-be’ process,
there is a need to incorporate risk management and contingency planning as a precursor to the next
phases. Industry 4.0 builds complex, dynamic, and real-time connections between humans and systems
for enhanced performance. These activities generate large data volumes in real-time, which causes
new requirements of the infrastructure, management, and technologies. This could be viewed as more
reasons to worry and more things that can go wrong than ever before [173–177]. The IBPM team should
incorporate methods of avoiding, mitigating, transferring, and accepting risks. Risk intelligence is
needed to collate information, to identify, assess, and treat risks [178,179,231]. Risks can be identified
through brainstorming (group activity for the generation of a large number of ideas), premortem
(imagining failure and listing the probable reasons), or counterfactual thinking (evaluating choices that
were not made). A risk analysis can be done through developing a risk register, that includes evaluating
risk probability and its impact. It is common practice for any new project to develop a risk register that
quantifies the risk in terms of probability and impact followed by mitigation plans. The IBPM team
should make use of this approach and record the probability and impact of their activities towards
digital transformation. A sample risk assessment is shown in Figure 12 for Industry 4.0 implementation.
The IBPM team should employ systems thinking approach that allows envisioning broad end-to-end
impacts. For example, a cascading failure starts small, but becomes large with time and spreads across
a system as a chain reaction of interconnected parts. Industry 4.0 is all about interconnectedness,
therefore, the IBPM team must consider such failure modes as well [232]. Risk management includes
steps before a risk occurs, whereas contingency planning focuses on steps to be taken if, or when, a risk
occurs [233]. Both are crucial to maintaining and mitigating risks to the business. One major aspect of
mitigating risks is knowing what to do when a risk occurs. This means that contingency planning can
be considered as a component of risk management. Since the organization is moving in an unfamiliar
direction with Industry 4.0, it is necessary to develop contingency plans for the identified and common
risks (e.g., natural disaster or data losses) and communicate them to the employees.
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5.7. Phase 7: Skills Gap Analysis

There are many uncertainties around Industry 4.0, ranging from the lack of a proper definition
to how it should be implemented, and whether organizations are ready for such a change [234,235].
There have also been initiatives to deal with such uncertainties and one such initiative is called Work
4.0. This is an umbrella term that encompasses and discusses the challenges of changing work due
to Industry 4.0 enabling technologies and the possibility of widespread digitalization [236]. One of
the key challenges highlighted in the framework of Work 4.0 is Industry 4.0 and human-machine
interaction [237]. This raises serious concerns about job losses, the erosion of skills, and work
intensification, to meet the technological demands of the business. Considering this challenge, it is
imperative to invest in boosting skills and improving individual prospects for advancement at an early
stage. The target for such a skills upgrade should not only be low-skilled workers or the people directly
responsible for technical work, but the organization as a whole, to ensure that everyone can participate
in value creation. This is why the IBPM team should conduct a skills gap analysis, to analyze the
existing skills of the workforce and the required skills, based on the strategic goals of the organization.
In the beginning, the focus should be on the workforce directly involved with the business process being
investigated, and then should spread out evenly throughout the organization. It is widely reported
that organizations are struggling to ensure that their workforce possesses the skills required to thrive
in the Industry 4.0 landscape [238,239]. It is not a matter of simply attracting the right talent with the
required skills and retaining them, but also developing the skillset of the existing workforce. This needs
a cultural shift where the organization takes initiative to upskill its workforce, rather than expecting
people to develop themselves in their own time. Due to the uncertainty around Industry 4.0 skills,
even senior management finds it hard to gauge the required skills [240]. This is because technologies
such as BDA, robotics, and IoT are rapidly changing the workplace. Considering manufacturing as
an example, the IBPM team should analyze aspects such as what the activities are, what skills the
existing workforce possess, what tools assist them in their work, what happens in a normal working day,
and compare them to what these would look like in a digital world. Based on this analysis, the IBPM
team should utilize established frameworks to gauge workforce skills and plan workshops for their
development. Worker 4.0 is such a framework that highlights the hybrid competencies (a mixture of
adaptive, technological, and technical skills) that the future workforce should possess [165]. The skills
are highlighted in Figure 13 to show the variety of competencies needed to succeed in the digital
age. In addition to the Worker 4.0 concept, there is also the concept of Operator 4.0, that represents
the ‘operator of the future’, a smart and skilled operator who performs ‘work aided by machines’,
if and as needed [166–172]. This framework is more focused on the technological side of Industry 4.0.
For example, an analytical operator who uses BDA [241], an augmented operator who uses AR [167],
and a smarter operator who uses AI-based technologies [242]. These are also informed by Industry 4.0
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design principles; therefore, they should be the primary focus of the IBPM team during this phase.
For example, an analytical operator can support system integration, an augmented operator can
support modularity, and a smarter operator can support decentralization. To support the workforce in
developing such hybrid skills and competencies, the IBPM team should plan for workshops built on
theories of motivation, communication, and futures studies related to the anticipation of future change
to make the workforce future literate [243]. Future literacy is important, as it can help the workforce in
identifying their developmental needs to be effective in the digital world. These workshops need to be
planned, managed, and delivered with clear objectives, to ensure a successful outcome for both the
workforce and the organization.
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5.8. Phase 8: Change Management

This is perhaps the most crucial phase, as mismanagement here would be catastrophic to the
business. Change management is a collective term for all approaches to prepare, support, and help
individuals, teams, and organizations in making organizational changes [244]. Moving towards digital
transformation is a major change, and it will naturally create resistance and restlessness throughout the
organization, with people being afraid of losing their jobs, not getting promoted promptly, or refusing
to change their traditional ways of working. The IBPM team will need to manage the move towards
Industry 4.0 very carefully, by focusing on the workforce. People are complicated and this is never
more evident than when dealing with a change [245]. Changes can be unexpected or intentional.
The former would be the case when making changes due to the pandemic of COVID-19 [246], whereas
the latter would be something like implementing Industry 4.0 knowingly and willingly. In case of this
intentional change, the role of the IBPM team is to ensure that they develop a formal approach for
managing change by collating the data and opinions of key stakeholders at an early stage, and stay
proactive in updating that data pool and the relevant stakeholders [180,181]. Change management
needs to include every part of the organization to ensure that there is ample support available during
uncertain times, as this would be crucial in retaining skilled individuals [182,183]. The IBPM team
should present a formal case to highlight the need for change and its subsequent impact in an open
setting and articulate how it fits with the strategic goals of the organization [184]. This could be
extremely challenging, and the team could face severe backlash if their approach is not open and
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honest [185,186]. This is where the IBPM team needs to be proactive and assess the cultural landscape
beforehand, to understand how change has been managed in the past. This can serve as a baseline for
designing essential change elements and can also help in establishing a contingency plan (discussed in
Phase 6). The IBPM team needs to effectively manage this change through a continual reassessment
of its impact and the organization’s willingness, as well as the ability to adapt to the next wave of
transformation [247–249].

There are different well-established models for understanding, planning, implementing,
and communicating change, e.g., Lewin’s change management model, McKinsey 7S model, Kotter’s
change management theory, and ADKAR model. The IBPM team should choose the one that they
understand and are confident in implementing. For example, Lewin’s change management model can
be used, that comprises three steps of unfreeze, change, and refreeze. ‘Unfreeze’ entails preparing the
organization to accept that change is necessary, which involves breaking down the existing status quo
before building up a new way of operations. ‘Change’ state requires time and effective communication
to ensure that new ways are being implemented, with proper justifications and the workforce being
aware of how this change meets the organizational objectives. When the changes are taking shape and
people have embraced the new ways of working, the organization is ready to ‘refreeze’ by documenting
and standardizing the new protocols [250,251]. Humans are the major challenge in managing change,
because of their natural tendency to resist it, as it could mean moving away from the norm, or doing
more than what they are used to doing on a normal working day. The IBPM team can manage
this through the Prosci ADKAR model. ADKAR is an acronym for awareness, desire, knowledge,
ability, and reinforcement [252]. According to the model, the process of becoming ready for change
is sequential, starting from the current level of each individual, and none of the five steps could be
avoided, skipped, or reordered [253]. This can work well, as the first three could be gauged by the skills
gap analysis in Phase 7, whereas the last two can be instilled through the workshops in Phase 7 planned
by the IBPM team. This shows a complete synergy of activities within different phases, where one
phase complements the other in the framework of integrated business process management.

There is also an underlying issue that should be addressed by the IBPM team. Change management
is often viewed as a project with a definitive start, middle, and endpoints. However, in the digital
age, with the accelerated developments and technological advancements, there would be no end to
change management, as it would be an on-going effort. The IBPM team can lay the foundation for
this by fostering a mindset that can accept and appreciate the fact that change in this day and age
is characterized by ongoing and overlapping transitions at a rapid rate. Business leaders should
learn to manage continuous states and operate with a dynamic change-readiness approach [254,255].
Through this change management regime, the IBPM team can sow the seeds for adoption management.
There needs to be a change in the internal mindset, to focus on prioritizing a state of continuous
evolution and adjustment on the go [256]. Adoption management is about creating lasting change
through culture, education, and technology that can lead to continuous change [257]. This would be
a challenging task, and therefore, the IBPM team should design a change management strategy with
clear indicators of adoption management, to gradually change the mindset of the workforce, and senior
management to instill the idea that there is no end to change and it needs to be managed continuously
in a dynamic manner and in-line with the organizational goals.

5.9. Phase 9: Cost-Benefit Analysis

One of the main barriers to Industry 4.0 adoption is the inability to realistically estimate the value
it would bring to an organization [22,190–192]. Converting benefits to monetary value is considered
to be extremely challenging, because most managers themselves are unaware of what Industry 4.0
technologies can do, and in what areas it can benefit their organization [193,258]. There are several
tools available that can guide one through the different steps to calculate return on investment (ROI),
payback period (PP), and benefits to cost ratio (BCR). It is highly dependent on how in-depth analysis
the organization intends to perform, keeping in mind that the more thorough the analysis is, the more
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resources would need to be deployed to collate data. In this phase, the IBPM team needs to consider
every single benefit that can result by employing Industry 4.0 enabling technologies, convert the
benefits into monetary value, and judge against the associated costs. Typically, envisioning benefits is
the most difficult aspect of such estimations, as people find it easier to estimate costs [259]. The IBPM
team should consider taking advantage of the external Industry 4.0 experts hired in Phase 4, to ensure
that they can identify appropriate benefits and then use process owners to quantify those benefits and
discuss the costs of implementation.

ROI requires a comprehensive evaluation of the collected data, therefore, the IBPM team should
consider using an established and well-structured framework for their analysis. One such approach is
called Phillips ROI Methodology™, comprising 10 steps divided into four phases [260]. The first phase
is evaluation planning, consisting of two steps, i.e., developing project objectives and evaluation plans.
The second phase is called data collection and comprises two steps, i.e., collecting data before/during
and after project implementation. The third phase is data analysis and is the most challenging one
with five steps, i.e., isolating project effects, capturing project costs, converting data to monetary
value, calculations for ROI, PP, or BCR, and finally, identifying intangible benefits. The last phase is
the reporting phase that deals with developing and disseminating the results of the implementation
to stakeholders (internal and external). This is quite a comprehensive approach and takes sound
planning, data collation activities, and analysis methodologies. The IBPM team needs to conduct
several interviews, surveys, record the opinions of the workforce on different matters, and most
importantly, put resources in place to collate data [261]. It is to be noted that certain criteria in
quantifying the benefits are subjective to the situation and nature of the business, hence, the people
involved in the calculation process must acknowledge the complexity and situational variables to
arrive at an optimal result [262]. The IBPM team should also ensure that there are no exaggerations in
benefits calculations or associated costs [263].

The IBPM team needs to consider every single aspect of a specific Industry 4.0 technology
separately first, and then in combination with others, to develop a holistic understanding of the benefits.
Phillips ROI Methodology™ is an example to show that a structured method should be followed,
to ensure that a realistic cost-benefit estimation can be achieved. There are several methods available in
the literature that take into consideration other factors, such as phased investments with over one-year
PP [264], and calculating net present value or internal rate of return [265]. However, converting
data to monetary value is common to all methods, regardless of the final inference. If we consider
an example of a manufacturing process where different parts require manual assembly by operators
and plan to employ augmented reality to expedite their performance, then a cost-benefit analysis
can be undertaken. Firstly, there is extensive literature on increased worker performance using AR
protocols [52–58] that the IBPM team should consider. Secondly, this example also works well with the
‘augmented operator’ in the Operator 4.0 framework discussed in Phase 7, that shows compliance with
established Industry 4.0 protocols, that should make the identification and subsequent analysis easier.
The approach should be to analyze what is being changed, what effect it will have, and what will be its
significance. The difficulty would not only be in identifying benefits, but realistically quantifying them
as well. Table 3 shows an example breakdown of some benefits and costs associated with employing
AR, to develop the concept of an augmented operator on the shop floor. The IBPM team should
conduct similar extensive cost-benefit analysis in this phase, based on the ‘to-be’ process developed in
Phase 4 through simulation models. This will form the basis for the next phase, where the simulations
will be validated through pilot runs before moving to full-scale implementation.
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Table 3. Identification of project costs.

# Benefits Monetary Value

1 Improvements in profit due to the reduction of assembly time X1

2 Error reductions X2

3 Time savings X3

4 Increased performance X4

5 Faster learning for existing and new workers X5

6 More products assembled during a normal working shift X6

7 Intangible benefits (higher employee satisfaction/engagement,
reduction of stress in employees, teamwork, job satisfaction) —

Total XX

Costs Monetary Value

1 Special software and hardware Y1

2 Storage capacity for data and hardware in specific digital and
physical spaces, respectively Y2

3 Training of individuals Y3

Total YY

Calculations Results

ROI = XX−YY
YY ∗ 100 ZZ%

PP = YY
XX ∗ 12 ZZ months

BCR = YY
XX ZZ:1

5.10. Phase 10: Process Validation and Implementation

This phase focuses on validating the simulation models developed in Phase 4 to an acceptable level
of difference. Depending upon the level of detail and the complexities of the ‘to-be’ process, several
scaled pilot runs could be conducted, to ensure the seamless integration of all the defined strategies
from Phase 1. The IBPM team should plan and conduct a pilot run, as it can help in minimising failure
risks, providing more effective control, confirming or disproving established interdependencies in
Phase 3, identifying additional improvements in either the solution or implementation launch itself,
and improving future projections of benefits of full-scale implementation [266,267]. The team should
ensure that the pilot is reversible and does not significantly disrupt the normal business processes.
It should involve proper planning, clear goals, assign responsibilities, budgeting, data collation
methods, and measurement protocols for comparisons with the required targets. Communication is
the key to ensure that everyone is on-board and plays their role appropriately. The pilot ‘to-be’ system
should be exposed to a variety of inputs and process conditions. The IBPM team should systematically
analyze the differences between the predicted performance and the actual performance after the pilot
run, to identify improvement opportunities [268].

After validating the simulation models through pilot runs, the results should be communicated to
stakeholders and their feedback should be recorded [269]. This should form the basis for a full-scale
implementation plan. The plan should be adjusted based on the results, analyses, and opportunities
from the pilot run and for the difference in the scale of the rollout. The IBPM team should identify
factors favoring/opposing the full-scale implementation, and recognize implications, as well as risks,
from failing to address the obstacles. There is also a need to conduct another cost-benefit analysis,
to ensure that a full-scale implementation is a viable option for the organization. It could be the case
that the organization is happy to continue running a scaled model parallel to their existing business
processes and intends to integrate the ‘to-be’ process gradually, over a longer period than previously
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planned. This could be due to a lack of resources, a huge skills gap, resistance from the workforce,
or lack of flexibility and agility in the existing business processes.

The successful validation of the ‘to-be’ business process model should lead to full-scale
implementation. If the organization is happy with the results, then the IBPM team should plan
a full-scale pilot, by following the same protocols used in the scaled pilot run. The full-scale pilot
of the ‘to-be’ process would be a permanent deployment that delivers fully on the organizational
goals. Change management will be a key factor here, and that is why it was addressed in Phase 8,
with a focus on adoption management. The IBPM team should look to include more senior management
staff at this point, and some members from the original IBPM team should be trained to become
‘digital champions’, to continue the transformation by creating a sense of ownership among the
workforce [22,270]. After the successful implementation of the ‘to-be’ business process, data should
be collated, and the matrices should be compared with Phase 1, to ensure that the project yielded
the required results for the organization. The operating procedures should be documented and
standardized. A future management plan should be developed by the IBPM team, to continuously
monitor the new process, address the training needs of the workforce, and identify opportunities for
improvements [271].

5.11. Phase 11: Process Monitoring and Controlling

Once the ‘to-be’ business process is running, relevant data should be collated by the IBPM team to
perform a post-implementation review of the new process for continuous improvements. The data
should be analyzed to determine the efficacy of the new process concerning its performance measures
and objectives. Common issues in manufacturing systems such as bottlenecks, recurrent errors,
or deviations should be identified, and corrective actions should be undertaken. The findings of the
monitoring and evaluation should be shared within the organization to serve as feedback into the
iterative IBPM improvement lifecycle. As time goes by, new issues may arise in the same or in other
business processes that would require the IBPM cycle to be repeated again. The IBPM team should
focus on three aspects in this phase i.e., the performance of the processes, process management, and of
the organization as a whole. Process monitoring and controlling is an on-going activity and should
be employed to aid in continuous improvement of business processes. There are several approaches
capable of providing the intended benefits. Lean six sigma approaches would be a good fit. In this
case, DMAIC (define, measure, analyze, improve, control) would work well and is a well-established
and commonly used BPM tool [272–274].

6. Conclusions

The adoption of Industry 4.0 is no longer a choice. It has become a necessity for businesses to
succeed in the market. This has created serious doubts and concerns over the right time and approach
for digital transformation. The lack of standardized implementation protocols is a major limiting
factor. This paper has presented a conceptual framework termed as integrated business process
management, that can help manufacturing organizations transition from traditional manufacturing
to Industry 4.0. The framework has incorporated under-investigated factors to ensure that the
organizations are minimizing their risk of failure. The use of the business process management
method gives manufacturers a sense of familiarity, as they have been employing these principles
for decades. Major reasons for the rejection of Industry 4.0 implementation methodologies by
manufactures are fear of the unknown and resistance to change, whereas the use of business process
management can mitigate them. The framework has presented a structured approach with clearly
defined phases and associated challenges to ensure that it can reduce the uncertainty around Industry
4.0 implementation. The pandemic of COVID-19 has expedited the planning phase, with organizations
moving swiftly towards Industry 4.0 implementation. In this context, the integrated business process
management framework can prove beneficial and can serve as a good template to drive business-specific
objectives forward.
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The proposed IBPM framework differs from the traditional BPM method in a couple of ways.
Firstly, it incorporates factors that are often overlooked in Industry 4.0 implementation, e.g., skills
gap analysis, risk management, contingency planning, change management, and cost-benefit analysis.
It shows their significance and how they should be incorporated to ensure that a smooth transition is
achieved. Secondly, it does not show over-reliance on technological tools for the implementation, but
provides a more human-centric approach to analyze issues and develop rational solutions. BPM is
an established method, and has been used for decades by manufactures to ensure that their business
processes are efficient and effective. It is one of the most comprehensive and encompassing concepts
available for businesses to generate a competitive advantage through cost reduction, process excellence,
and continuous process improvement. That is why it was chosen as the basis of the IBPM approach to
support digital transformation in the manufacturing sector. The IBPM framework provides effective
governance (static and dynamic) to direct the digital transformation by considering the core elements
of BPM, i.e., strategic alignment, governance, methods, information technology, people, and culture.
It further involves intricate features (e.g., fiscal, risk/change management, hybrid competencies) that
can help in developing an agile culture throughout the organization based on digital technologies.
Digitalization, IoT, and big data analytics are just a few of the disruptions that require radically
rethinking the way business processes operate. The pace of change is increasing with business
processes continuously evolving to meet customer requirements. Under these circumstances, it is
critical for BPM to evolve as well, to accommodate such changes. IBPM should be considered as
an evolved version of BPM, as a response to the rapid technological changes that have significantly
transformed the manufacturing sector. The phases of IBPM have been discussed in Section 5 and
they show complete synergy of activities, where one phase complements the other to support digital
transformation in the manufacturing sector. The associated challenges that manufacturing organizations
may face while transitioning into Industry 4.0-enabled digital enterprises have also been highlighted,
and appropriate solutions based on literature have been presented to mitigate them.

It is to be noted that there are no standardized protocols for Industry 4.0 implementation, and any
implementation strategy, such as IBPM proposed in this work, should be adapted based on the
nature of the business, its complexities, and interdependencies to ensure a favorable outcome. On the
other hand, ineffective management of such a framework could lead to significant losses in revenue,
customers, and intellectual property. Solutions to different challenges have been presented in this work,
that should be used to manage the digital transformation effectively and to develop business-specific
solutions. The integrated business process management framework presented in this paper can support
the manufacturing organizations in their pursuit of digital transformation. It is deeply rooted in BPM
that can minimize resistance towards its adoption and can give the confidence to expedite the move
towards Industry 4.0. The next stage of the work would be the implementation of the IBPM framework
in a manufacturing organization for digital transformation.
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